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Selected As A Best Ali Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

First ...
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures

- • Ghana
:RA. ' Ghana
Soviet Russia have agreed
tablish diploma.tic relations
i.tcharige ambessaders
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Circulation in
The City
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Circulation

In

The County
AID

United Press

IN OUR 79th YEAR

Ike Pledges To
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,Charge,Defense
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with a new
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Modern Dance Program Planned Here For Next Friday
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County Publishes
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iperience —
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Phone 55
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Delay Seen in
Construction Of
Barkley Dam

ThANCHFSTER
_ Clay
Circuit Judge Billie Dixon Monday ordered publication of the
first Clay County financla: statement since 1953 in connec irk
with a taxpayers sui, filed ii
his ,.CxCrt..
ercitred C: a y Fisea.
Court to,publish !he sta ement
of all County revenees and expenditures before the end of hi
wren. fiscal year.
ne 30.
he inanda.ors injuncion . diis
hed ;he Fiscs: teen to
:
By MERRIMAN SMITH
7
.ie
Asa 'de-eh...eel from hi.:• ihy re. enne.; fcr. 11.137 - iiiR
United Press White House Writer ,n.euared text to acid:
A :le:ay :0 the c weir:lotion
19.t with 'c re.plet: .r, in the
.17 r ooetrces, county. expenditure:
. CHICAGO tr -President Eh
ii •le
majw fea.uree
"tn tbs. I intend to port c'
mmer ef 1934.
o whom .hey were pain
sentrover pledged Mhday night 'ate per,
lie horkhy Dam Phije-o. on
. 'really until the j
rtif-Er re.esiont :n
:wg
s.ae
a te
s mand
atmt wa. rie
he will take pers mal charge of a done."
humbeihand River, ncar. Grand
eshehule. ._ based
on
taxnayers
he
se
e
seeking
medernzing the Defense Depart'e
h
Riverh
ticks,
Ken
been
hat
necet. and or .jected funding
Preerdentild
press
secretary
taas_sught
mtnt and pr.miSed America will thr.e, G Hagerty said he exsary dud to adjustments
. geem . m.de wheosary
D. Mar et m anti '.hemas ..ka_malh-nal budgetary pr,gram.
grow "even streriger" against pects the President to send t
!
. no. 0 .: tehlectary adjustRoberts.
S.
They
.ha;
had
asked
theitt if S wiet Russia.
tel Eugene J. Sterne
• ate el.! Fersilt in an i.verne.resi tom hi; -plans for reea.ernent incluue ail Wen e
President fired the open- 's whz:ng the -Defense DepartEngheer 'ef the' Nashville . 1
.
o'er Oelay in cmple• ilites and expendi e rcs eine(
.ng gun ..1 this year's GOP con- athnt
!Wt. Cwe; of Engheers,
\
I
111
Ai •
nes preject, accordin;
Daace P
.•
B.b1...933,
eressional campaign before 5.4011
S. Aeiny, announced . May.
i) :het rehneer.
;he.Precletent's edelress in th. 'my the L
Jewieh.` Corn-el - I oh a•.r! nine t a: part of
ante I a
Cefen ;ants in .he
hcpublleans gathered hem: for qa-g-draped. spotlefited InterOf enrnediat.: siga.fhanith.
the celebratien of
he Jewi,h
•
•hly
Cm
er's
M
:s.eie
County
.ay
Dance
-Judge
j
a nationally tetevised $100-a- national Amphitheater celebra.the necessity for the suspension
f Sheeues, he - price
:
h te and males hoer. f• land acquisitirin
rkth_p w.'.11 be presented by I
plate dinner speech. .
now undered the fifth anriversary of hi
harvest testival comparable le
'iii
'Nehb,
Helmer.
Ste%
e
'The President told, his fellow inauguration. And the ecene was
Arfler!C3a
Association
hey bete/teen he darn site and
of our Thanksgiving. Among other
harreit
and
Howard.
Pearl
Republicans to fight Democrats at times as Lud and uproarious 'nlverhty Wr men a n d Sock
'Cut awe, Kentucky. S ann said.
4.1.nce3 ere "Wcmanlh-depicting
Also named were firmer counfor centrol of Congress this fall as the GOP convention of
ii But-kin Club Friday, Jan- the multi-faceted personality of
'Nth!. preliminary real estate
1952
reasi
t.
rer
Leslie 0. Marcum.
by Sian:ling "proudly and street- when Ehershewcr was,
iry 24 at 8:15 p.m. in the W man, a maker and. destroyer
%• r'k will
•
be cent.nue
v.••eh out
noMinate
whieent
treasurer Larten Cornett.
on - the record 01 ha ad- ed at the amphitheater •far
.nterruption. he added. negetlaBy UNITED PRESS
men
his '‘iuriaY Stath College auditor- '.f
and
"Celebration,"
e they c:erk . Squire Baker and ..
• mrnistratterroh
on; f w additional lands will
EISt presidential- carrit4i-ve
YthWrti plceires in fi•hr moveA - widespread s n n ws t o r m, he }-deli.y anci Dep. so Co. of eit be resumed until May or
Modernizahion Necessary
The. awe workshop cornpos- ments a festive occasion in the.
The President's speech w a s
Maryland.. sure y for. Mans m
mslene
what
up
she
in
it
lac
Eisentrewer drew a rousing lard of a natienwide
kJuneo
if fhleen ciancera has been h• me.
f the -current year.
June
fund-rais,
^-1 in punch. /rowed
bulkily 'ring h s term in (Mee.
cheer when he said "a prompt ing eltart - by
'oonhructien of the I o c k
Chureegraphy 'and costuming
the Republicans. perfehning 'in Louisville fz.r , the
eastehrd
today
pren
n
d
a
eeT
and effective Modernization of The Pres:dent appeared
—fli. seven sear. Having the are by members of •the dart&
t: tic tire is n ov scheduled to
on rain-we trouble in the hard hill
our Defense Department is nee- dio and televisien
't.e initiated in September of :his
along with a Estimation Of being :he hely w hit hap.. The MSC production
American Morris, six teen-yeah
vesary."
year 1 41coving excavation and
nunsbei of other speakers, On- heup Invited -to dance with' the hew is cempowd f Jude Mc- Werth Atlantic states.
foundation grouting for the lode. 'd negro youth. was sentenced
shading Vice President Richard hauisville Ballet Company, the Greger, Fain Russell. and Don
Few points mew of the Connow ., underway by the L. G. ii 'hree year - in the state rewith Mertz.
'4_ -Nixon. who spoke from New -•:rkeh. a has appeared
tinental Divide escaped the turyesterday morning by.
Wasson Cal Mining • Ccirpora- : rrnetory
thief'. and GOP National 'Chair- ae bailet greup Lir three conSock and Bustin 'joins AAUW bulent
.
Midwest's
Worm. . the
WASHINGTON 4? - S e ri.
j
E J. -Carer of
•tien. Uhler the revised program •evenile judge
man Meade Alcorn. •whe epeke oeutive years.
in presenene this final program wort of the season. JF"it
dturiP- rhruston B. Morton ill-Ky.) said
hariS for car theft.
eCrea len," a dance will nar- of the Festival of Arts as
fr m the Amphitheater h e r e,
the ed Leithigh snows in Lebanon, •r a radio and television address censtreiclien 2 the sqllway and
Merrs was arrested in Murray'
whorl iron Genesis, opens the soecal 'pelhforrnance of the
..v.•rking frens a teleprompter.
of Friday
dra- Kan.. and turned highways into here Monday night that the rib! embankment ,,eke-lion
night and charged with
program. Senna Erten, director ma season. Admission is
.S1.00 death traps with rainy down- Republican victory in Kentucky th: Cam is expected to get un- s•ealinv a' car owned- by
Mrs
injects Fighting Phrases
of the vooketene is narator for or a seas, n ticket.
drway
in
early
1962,
the
DisTickets
are pours' among the Seutheast.
Edith Dreiss. The car eat
last November can be achieved
•
this 'number involving twelve on sale at Scott Drugg
trict
Engineer
stated.
Store
At least 14 weather - caused by the party in other states.
The Prestclent's prepared text _lancers.
• ed stolen Thursday night.
Frank Burkeen, Rt. 3 Pans,
"Dances in the Market and the chlege library.
:on of roads and utilides'th 'were tallied around the
Several, other youths w er
-If we can do it in Kentucky
died at his residence Saturday was a -rather sat-pedalled politle:
wilt
be
et
mmenced
in
early tong seught in connection
nation as a result of traffic ac- se can you." Mor.on tiild a
tical call to battle. But he dea: 4:00 p.m th. was 73
with
1959
and
completed
in
the. .fall a report that a group
eidente and frigid temperatures nationwide audience in a speech
Funeral services were held parted trim the text frequently
attempted
et
1964
under
the
revised fund- o break into a beer,
In West Finley. Pa., a mother from a dinner here honoring
Monday afternoon at 2:00 in the to inject fighting iehrases inte
warehouse
and four of her children were the fifth anniversary of President ing program, S'ann said.
Siturday nieht,
McEvoy Chapel vhth the Rev.. his remarks:
•
Chtracts far furnishing majoi
kilted vidten gas room heaters Eisenhower's administration.
a. p
.. der, distributor of
B Cook, of the Methodist 'Itt Ids Prepared ahdress. the
cr plat. .1.884t5•Olfa-1/ *vet {Beer in -Patti,
Cs thinned all t h e oxygen in
Morton gave credit for his etjuipdiwire hir law
•
▪ Church officiating. • Burial was President advised against thrri't-hetr sealed two - story home, election and that of Sen. John Is expected to be awarded durhe' drove to the warehouse
in th• New Metnonal Cemetery mg the achievement of natitinal
110PKINSV1LLE t
- Fire creating deadly carbon
monox- Sherman Cooper ( R-Ky.) to the ing the forthcoming fiscal year 'tested in .the basement of a
under' the direction of MeEvey security and a just peace into
swept through the Cast& Mill
'Efforts of Republican campaign wi h delivery specified to con- bulding on East Wood Street
ide.
a "partisan or political" matter
Funeral Home.
and Supply Co. today, causing
form to construction progress and said that he. saw isevetal
Heavy snow warnings with workers in Kentucky.
Mr Burkeen was born April in this year's by-election.
damage estimated by insurance
Morton's appearance at the on the powerh muse. Work on boys run from :he door as he
accumulations' up to four or
7. 1884 in Call way County, Ky.,
"Americans must never and
adjusters at $750.000 and for
more inches were issued for the Washington dinner among other this struc:ure is scheduled to approached. Several youths have
:he son of the late John R. will never le: the issue ,if secua time threatening to reach 100
By JAMES R RENNEISEN
Midwest today. and the U. S.- i-wndidates viewed as good bets get underway in early 1962 with "been questionea lc connection
Beirkeen . and Cindy Washburn rity and peace become a pawn
tons of explosive nitrate stored
targeted
Democratic
opposition r mpletion
for
..h !he incidert.
the
Weather Bureau wed rains were against
Bit rkeen.
in anyone's political ches 5 United Press Staff Correspondent! in a nearby building:
spreading aeress the Appala- was viewed by some as an itirrimer of 1966.
th married Minnie Nanney on game.
.." he sal.
FRANKFORT 1,4 - Go*. A. B. ,
.
Construction
of the canal
.n...catien of his increasing promhiiivetniber 18. 1907.and elw eatBut ___aa___he... delivered the Chandler-- 4•4141y- --estiseessed--een--1--The blaze began shortly after cove le the Atlantic Coast.
which will join Kentuck:. Lake r---_ _
A mixement ih moist Gulf air nence in the party.
llovi•s Other surviv.irs include vetch he added a long inter- fidence that the State Senate 10 am. ce.t, with an explosion
' top and Lake Barkley for diversion
It has been reported that
ewe daughters, Mrs. Ole Win- polation attacking those orho will restore his 668 million dol- in the cataloguing department exerted a sligh warming influMurray tiaspita/ I
ence in the East Whieri was hit GOP leadership are considering f flow far fLod control, hydro
eheeter, Murray, Mrs
Bertha would picture America as weak lar budget bill to its original and spread rapidly through _h_he
power
presiMorton
possible
production
vice
a
as
and
navigaby
30
degree
building,
below
which
occupies
about
zero
tempIda,. Canute Detroit. Mich.: four in an era of Russian scientific form before a rebellious House
atures in the New York Adi- dential candidate in the 1962 tional use is now scheduled to M▪ onday's complete
llons. Keys: Y Burkeen, Rt. 5 and weapons advances.
record fol
• added 20 amendments last Thurs- haft a city bleck.
get underway in the summer
e.ndacks
Monday.
A mixture of election.
_Pan lamp
"Don't pay any attention to day.
to
Mrs. Cecil Hedgepath. head of rain and sleet in
confined
home
—
Cooper,
to
his
—
—
•
the North
T. hprkeen. Wayrnan F. Bur- the pessimists - those people
go.crime
Com—
:he cataloguing departmnet. was Atlantic was expected
cold, was • forced
Census .
45
to create here with a
teen, all of Detroit: one sister, who, for reasons of their own, missioner of Agriculture B en
:rapped Ian 'he shattered building aew driving hazards
is cancel a speaking engagement
Adult Beds
65
in the area
airs Beulah Williams, Dexter, c. mend, that America is fearful, Butler will appear personallY- beNashville.
, but was‘hatscued unharmed th and turn to light
dinner
in
GOP
a
at
Emergency
Beds
20
snow later in
X. and eight grendctuldren.
foie 'he Senate Appropriations two men who chopped
America is -weak."
_
• hole
Tenn.. Monday night. Cooper
Patients Dismissed
1
-Let's throw back our should- Committee to ask that $400.000 i in the watt to free her. One he day.
scheduled
speak.
originally
to
was
Patients Admitted
Temperatures dropped in the
ere and stand proudly erect" he given his depirtment for brucel-'of her rescuers w a s inferred
fund-raising
campaign
dinat
a
New. Citizens
0
centinued. "Let's thrust out our losis control be removed from seriously, but his identity • Was nation's m:d - section as the ner in Louisville.
storm' pulled eastward. In a
chins and say: America is strong the budget.
Mr.. B..C. "Ophus" Castleberry. Patientss admitted from Friday
net 'learned immt
brhed area extending from the
Butler, said he w•ould appear
Murray barber - for thirty years 9:30 a.m. to Monday 10:30 a.m.
and will grow even stronger as
MINERS MAKE HAY
Fire departments from Ft. Gulf into the Ohio Valley, rainand later a shoe repairman.
long as there is any danger of before the committee, but that
fall
totals
he
were
still
Miss • Gertha Vinson. Rt. 3,
close
needs
the
Campbell
to
neighboring
a
half.
n)tiney, but
and
towns
CUTLER. Ill. Thirty— has received - an electric shaver
A picture of James E Thomp- attack upon us or our allies." he doesn't
Leh
in
_man/"place'
.
care
how he gets were called to help the Hopkinsfrom his barber friends and other Mterray; Mr. Edwin B. Knighe
Eisenteover
drew
loud
cheers
Bradmimics
at
coal,
five
the
son, high school senior of Murit.
Hazel; Mrs. James Burkeen and
ville department fight the blaze.
bury Mine 'of' the Zeigler Coal business men 'in Murray.
ray hisenting. appeared In the when he told sole hie -plane to
The implication was that But- Local National Guard, troops were
baby boy, Rt. I. Dexter: hless
Mr.
Castleberry
rectived
a
mat
peers
ly
push
re,
;ryittinizattliin
and Coke Co. turned farmers
January issue of the Kentucky
ler would be satisfied' if Chanhlerl turned out to control the large
Susan Renne Johnson. .603 Vine
December
o
n
hip
lltrr
be
23
bro
and,.
of
VACATION
the
Defense
BY
BUS
Department.
fir a day 'to help put up the
Department of Agrieulture
promised _him the Money from crowd which gathered.
was 'hospitalized for sime time, St.', Murray; Mr. Bun H. Craw"The American people rightly
Ktin
hay crop for therr boss. Clifford
his emergency fund or a supplebut
now is back at his hime ford,.. Lynn Grove, Mrs. Jewel
expect
h1110NROE.
Melt
Conn.
rIP - The. Themes, mine manager. was ingovernment
will mentary appropriation
The 'picture shows youn*
The. explesiwe nitrate, a farm
Wells, 425 5. 8th St.,''Murray;
bill
at
North Fifth street.
209
Rev.
W.
Raymond
keep
the -nation's de/erne strong,
Ward, pastor hired .in a mine accident.
iThompson With Miss Carolyn E.
Chandler said he personally fertilizer, Was stored at a seed if the
The electric shaver was pre- Mrs. Dovie Underwood, Rt. 3,
Congregational Church,
Morris. Lincoln County, as they Eisenhower said. These defenses believes
and
grain
company
just
across
the extra appropriation
sented to Mr. Castleberty after Hazel; Mrs: Ben Ellison, Hardin;
solved the preblem of taking`his
were crowned the king a n d are strong: "They command the for ,the attorney
IT LEAKS
general s office a railroad siding. Firemen were while and
Murray barbers and other busi- Mrs. Elaine James, Rt. 3. Murthree daughters on a
I
ipicen of the Kentucky Farm respect of all the world, friend- and the new
able
to
keep
the
flames
from
appropriation for
ness men made contributions to- ray; Mr. Thomas Allen Huey,
vacsaion trip acres the country.
ly and unfriendly."
Bureau.
LUDLOW,
The
Vt.
spreading
to
this
building.
an indigent medical care program
Rt 5. Murray; . Mr. Horace B.
He packed them and the family Frank Proctor Memorial Swim- ward the gift. 0
Both the young pimple reshould be and will be removed
nesh-Rt. I. Murray: Mrs. MariMr. Castleberry expfessed"it
The mill and supply company, de* In an 11-s-ear-old bus con- ming Pool. Association discosceived gifts of matched sets' of
from the liticit2et bill
this morning for the lyn Lax, 905 Olive St., Murray;
a wholesale dealer in thumbing, verted into living quarters. He ered that its pool. just tornluggage' from the Kentucky Chain
thoughtfulness I'd the gift and Mr. Floyd Outland, Rt, 5. Murheating and electric supplies, is (finch a whool bus route when theted after several
Store's Counotl.
years of. indicated that shaving *hula-not ray._ Mr. Cherry Wayne Garrison.
owned by two brothers, Robert he was minister at a church
in c mintinity ettort, will not hold be so much of a problem since 767. Sycamore. • Murray: Mrs.
and Granville Cayce.
Monterey. IVIaes.
water,
Prentice Parker, Re 6, Murray;
he hadhin electric shayer.
U. P. IN MAYFIELD
- '
Me. William Stewart, 1-0. 6, MurRobert K. Payne has been
ray:. Mrs.ejnal Lockhart, 415
MAYFIELD 4W -The United selected to tech journalism at •
S 9th Ste Murray: Mre. PatiLPrete today inaugurated its hill Murray State College 'at the
S;ubbletield, P. O., Box 525, Mur• news wire service to Radio Sta- beginning of the second semesray: Mrs. Wilburn E. 11'enorm. - ter, according to Pres. Ral.ph H.
tiiin WNGO here.
Rt. 4, Benton. Mr. W. Truman
The
_station.. managed
by Woods. He is to take the place
Smith. 301 S. 6,h St., Murray.
• Charles W. Strattrm, is the 44111 of Prof. -E. G. Schmidt who
Patients dismissed from
in Kentucky to receive the U.P. passed away last week.
The Ryan Milk Company was Milk Cwrsparw entered
t•he All- it 'was thought advisable to get All-Jer.ey milk_ The pr iducers 17, 1953 to January 20. 1958
Mr. Payne has his bachelor's
IleWS ware.
honored in the January 10 issue jersey field and hew their
sales the
Cattle who had mixed herds Were
Tennessee
Jersey
degree in journalism from the
of , the Jersey Journal, official have increased.
Mr. Leonas Thweatt, RI
1,
Club to license the Ryan Milk visited and agreements were
UniversitY of Oklahoma -a n d
publieVaon
of
the
American
The article is being printed Company to operate in Henry, reachsci whereby each producer Box 159, Benton; Mrs. Jack Winhas completed his' course work
Jersey!, Cattle Club, with both below for the interest of Ledger
Stewart and Houston counties egrets,' t . dispose of all non- chester ind baby • boy. 316 S.
for a master's_ in journalism at
an article and cover spread.
10th St., Murray; Mrs. Novie
and. Times readers.
Tennessee. The Tennessee
in
Statistically Speaking
the University of Missouri.
The «cover depicts a large
Hale. Rt. oh Hazel; Mrs. Glen
By Prof. A. Carmen
Cattle
Cattle
Jersey
'coCoitio
.
Old
producers
for Ryan who
He has dine years of experroad side sign board with the
Nimmo, Rt, 4, Benton; Mrs. C.
Secretary.- Kentucky Jersey
operated very heartily with the
did not. qualify to produte
ience in newspaper work in- All-Jersey label 'which is promD. Morris, Rt. 3, Murray: Mr.
Cattle
Club
mevement
licensed
the
and
All-feraey
'
milk
By UNITED PRESS
5
carding serving as a reporter
inently displayed near Benton , The Kentucky JerOey
Cattle Ryan Milk Company to operate
New producers added .... 27 Edwin Schmidt (Expired) 311
on the Wichita Falh Time's, as
in Marshall County. The Ryan Club was franchised
S. 15th St., Murray; Mrs. Geo*
by The in the three Tennessee coutilies.
Increase in sales of No. 1 milk
Solohwest Kentucky, -Cloudy, wire editor on the Longview
Milk Corhpany name is on the American Jersey Cattle: Club
Veal (Expired) Rt. 1, Mayfield;
on
in October, 1957 user October
Producers Screened
windy and mild with rain to
Daily News, and as a cupyreedsign board also. An inside de- Feb. 8. 1957. to license
Mrs. Jack Vinson, Rt.. 3. Murray;
dealers
The next move was te get a
1956
, 150.. Master Dwain Ihenhett.
day, changing to light snow this er on the Fort Worth StaihTele•'.
scription of the sign reports that to 'handle All-Jereey trade
Rt. L
mark meeting of the producers for
Increase in sale of No. 1 milli
afternoon. High near 50. Cloudy graph. He- is a member - of Kapthree color bill boards such as milk. Son after this franchise
Almo. Mr.., W. A. Curspingharre
Ryan Milk Company to deter- in November, 1957, over Nolenient with ' seme light snow, pa Tau Alitha, honorary journa'
S2,000,000 WORTH - Opera
Rt, 1, Kirksey; Mrs', Logan Harthat used by Ryan Milk Com- was granted, negotiations
were mine the' eieroly of All-Jersey
vember. 1956
- Its low 25. Wednesday partly cloudy lism fraternity. ",,
singer Rise Stevens glitters
16140
. mon, Rt. 4. Murray. Mi. Hal
pany, are helping to increase started • with t It e Ryan
Milk
determine
milk
and
whether
to
Favorable
,
consumer
$2,000,000
with
worth
colder.
acceptof diaMr.. Payne is 33 years old, is
Houston, Hazel Rd., Murray: Mrs.
the demand for mere All-Jersey Company in Murray.
Ky., to or not the producers with mixance
monds in New York, as "AmSonic 5:30 a. m. temperatures: married, and has two children.
100% Leo Alexander, 3011 S. 15th St.,
process
sell
and
efeclusively
.herds
would
the
Jersey
go
glong.
ed
The
cattle.
bassador
of
Members
Diamonds"
Louisville 41, Covington 36, Pafor
of the Murray; Mr„ Cletus Lamb, Rt,
Dr. Woods said that his trainThe article on the inside of API-Jersey I ride mart milk.
result of this meeting showed Milk Committee from the Ken1958. Included is the worldducah 48, Bowling Green 49, ing and experience should en2. Kirksey; Mrs. William Sims,
the magazine was written by
Ryan Mille Company was also that 'a large majorita of the tucky Jersey Cattle
famed
75-carat
Transvaal
neckClub and and babs. boy, 509 S. 8th St.,
Lexington 38, L.indon 39 and able him ti do an outstanding
Professor A. Carmen, Secretary setting milk in three 'counties prietucers
were
infavur
lace,
which
officialsi3
of
Valued
the
of
at
half
Ryan Milk Chm- Murray. 'Mr. Ed w in Knight,
'Hohkinsiville 45.
job in journalism at Murray
,mf_ the Kentucky Jersey Cattle in Tennessee- and in. order to pregihm and
(international)
that's-there w a s pany made the visits to the Hazel,
a zhillion.
Evansville, Ind.,' 43.
State.
Mr. Floyd Hicks, Rh 3,
I
, Club: It describes how Ryan keep their sales territory
intact, available an adequate supply of
(Continued on Sack Page)
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THE LEDGIR & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER & TIME SIMilliOnaire
Builds Home
For Aged
01
PUBLISHED by LEDGER .1 TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY. Inc.
on the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and The
Tunes-Hehald. October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
1, 1942. • •

Distillery's Taster
Is A Teetotaler

FILM *SHOP

•

pAG consobsialon

TI

_LYNCHBURG, Tenn. -- IPI, taint Wood is a teenhaler, but
By RON BURTON
the first thing he does every United Press Staff Correspondent
workng clay is get a mouthful
HOLLYWOOD - 4.11 - Allen
of whiskey.
Kramer is on his way to acting
Wood is Arica! Muster at the
whiskey distillery in Tenneesee
(hack Daniel) and he's been
tasting whiskey since 1938.
At the age of. 79. Wood figure's
tasted between 16' and 17 million gallons ot sour 1113z0h whiskey..
He mouth, a swig the first
thing when he goes to work -and
tastes the whiskey again before
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delivery buy after a year at
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worldly
his
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Second Class . Matter
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Wagner High School in PhiladelAs t
phia. Next he moved to Staten
sands SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murraye per week •20t, per far Durham has spent $1,200,000.
Dilthamt one-man project is
land a 'heath 85e. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3.50; elseIsland where he enealiehl pi white
in the
heme for the ae
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5Jiflik here. 55-511-_. _
country where wahines, widowers it's bottled.
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tual pursuit" -building roads as
By DELOS SMITH TUESDAY -- J-A-INCARY 21„19§8
and elderly married couples may
Wood thinks one reason he's
that
„.:WPA-- laborer.
United Press Science Editor
live out the rest of their years a good taster is because, he
of the
This wasn't too rewarding and
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el at a very slow speed, so
ra here
aociy chemistry does to fats in Kramer went to . northern Idaho
Be thou faithful unto death and I will give
lard a promise," was the way fanee teeth," he. said.
have
Wood said taste will show if the cliet have proved that un- where he spent a year as a
the 75-ear-old Durnam put it.
•••
clutch.
Revelation 2:10.
y.ou a crown of life. •
"I promised that if hetan auld there's_ any.hing wrong with the aaturated fats reduce the level Civilian Conservation Corps
•
-Dr. Jerzy Novrinald,
corn, barley and of cholesterol in the blood ser- lumberjack. Then it was back
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By this time the travel bug were granted
daughter made their way to England and then
Durham's project. now corn: takes it in his mouth, rolls it prey:ous experaneres but a mar- evidently had given turn a bad
him In the political asylum
join
S.
to
U.
up of moments and multitudes of. little trial's.
the
by
permission
pleted "is in keeping with that around- - and then spits it out. gin if doubt dernained because bite, and so it was not surprisStates.(internationa4 Soundphoto)
he received in the United
experimental • tames were relati- ing that he yielded to an imp,r,anise." he anded.'n.
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vely short and there was no pulse and joined the aangling
Two years ago the litae but
clear demonstration
Durham set up 3
of
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to
million-dollar trust fund, to build
-se - cholesterol
• Fin , y The Theater
Mrs. -74ettie Perry fen a few happened
and maintain the home for the dayns ago while going into her which seemed to aistippear.
This
was good for a total
'the new, • prolonged experi- of 3400 miles and Kramens
Iderly The site is on 20 acres cellar .a.thi Inuit her foot ....thigh
Ledger & Times File
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s
throat.
First
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institution
called
first employed when the
plained. "Lots of times they are
Paul Garland and family of from the body,' The implication which he might have fallen heir.
He extended his electrical imalone. And even when there are near Kirihry----es---preentring - -to of -thatais that- inehtefree" diet
REN NationaT
Carman Graham-has accepted the position of Admin- on:kith-1 and. grandchildren, live move February 12.h to Newton, is not a must in lowering blood pulse somewhat and _back in
Max
New York was hired in that
Pun -istrator for Murray Hospital. 11. .1. Fenton. president of. mg with :hem is nut a good Miss., to assume his duties as cholesterol levels.
by .t..kw Board of Directors. 'announced today.. He will .itssume ating even when there is hove minister of the Newton Church
capacity by U. S. LSypsuni Co.
Value Questioned'
rebi his new duties in •Febriiiiry.
The Navy helped Kramer add
j and they get -lung-well together. of Christ. He has been minister
However, the hueetien remainand
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They Win Again

Murray Knights Roll . By
Cunningham Five Mon.

•

•
U. S.—Dr. Jerzy Nowtnald.
who came to the* U. B. to
'ersity. La joyfully reunited
Baltimore. The wife and
;land and then were granted
im In the political asylum
I.(interna(ional timindplioto)

Murray maintained their perfeet : record last night with a
victory
. over Cunningham
In the Carr Health Building.
Ijai was the tenth' consecutive
Illttory for the Knights who
lead the Atomic Valley Independent League.
Four Knights scored in double
figures in leading Murray to a
20-point triumph over the revamped Cunningham squad. The

-etterhead
Of Your
ness?

Spicier Webb — Sets Example For County Quintets Again
Calloway's No. 1 Team
Glares Toward
Ring Crown
•

Almo Junior
High Downs
Faxon Squad
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New Concord RedbirdsAre
FamousFor Tall Cage Stars

Kentucky College
Basketball

s and prospects
lead before they
,r. Let us design
at will make this
favorable.

PH,

United Press
East
Pittsburgh 86 Carnegie Tech 68
Springfield -Mass 68
Si. Anselm 62
American U. 93 Gallaudet 36
Lincoln (Pa.) 72
Howard ('DC) 69
South
Tennessee 92 Sewanee 99
Car. A&T 63 • •
Wil-Salem Tett*. 54
N. Carorina St. 57 Maryland 48
Georgia Tech`72 Georgia 59
Rollins 72 Florida Southern 59
VMI tir, Randolph-Macon 52
Mid. Tenn So 77 Eastern Ky. 76
Midwest
Ohio State 70 Iowa 64
Bald.-Wallace 107
EAstern Michigan 99
Wisconsin 66 Michigan State 52
Ohio U. -69 Toledo 66
Xavier (Ohio) 102
Western Kentucky 76
Portland 58 Bradley 55
Sioux Faits 75 Dale. Tech 72
Southwest
S.. Mary (Tex.) 53
E. Tex. -Baptist 50
New Mexico A&M 86
Pepperefine
• West
Colorado 45 Iowa State 36

pi.

6

•
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locals led at the end of eveiTy champion, will visit the Knights
quarter despite a 31-point out- next Monday_ MEAL
pour by Bobby Hoskins. Hoskins,
In Other Games
former Bardwell star, just recMayfield Sun-Drop overcame
ently signed with the Cunning- a ,first period deficit to drop
ham team -and was one of the the Princeton Atoms, 85-73, .Feast
changes made by the team man- Construction led all the way
ager in an effort to weld the in edging Possum Trot, 95-91
squad into. -a more formidable and Hardin took an 81-74 win
foe.
from Lyon County. Mason Cope
Murray led by only three (lipped in 34 points as he repoints at the end of the • first turned 'to the Benton' line-up
period, 18-45, but was out front, and led the Marshall Countians
SAN FRANCISCO 'III — Young
'
44-30 at the intermission. Cun- over Hugg,'83-80.
Ellsworth (Spider) Webb,
ningharn came back in 'the third
Sun-Drop trailed by four points
in the direction of Carmen 13,quarter and narrowed- the margin at the end of the first period
Filio today and declatted he
to six points but the Knight but overhauled the Atoms in
reads to ta1 e. on anyone fro:,
powerhouse roped away in the the second quarter to knot the
the champion an down after
. final canto.
Score 4(J,-all at halftime. Mayfield
belting his' way by third ranked
Coach loandolt attributed Mur- moved out front in the second
Pery Calhoen with a belt from
ray's successs last night to their half to register.the victory.
the 'blue knockout irt the Cow
superior rebounding. Although,
Knight'Scaring
Palace Monoay nigh:.
NEW YORK (Ift — Bub Cousy eight players combined together O'Reardon
"I. can teel the punch all , the
- of the Boston Celtics, ra'ed by for a tutal of 93 points, the Mikez
•
way," was the, way he deto:ribeii
r
.many the best basketball player coach reported that their shooting Smikoski
it. "I knew I had him."
22
oi all time, should reach a mile- percentage was below par and Landolt
11
ft was as ingle whistling right
Aerie Wednesday night against did not compare with their usual Peterson
17
hand, following a setup jab,
re,
accuracy.
.Xr4iIneapolis,
Dtxlen
5
that made all the difference
Smikoski, °Reardon and Pet- Brooks
eekly scoring records an8
for the Chicago fighter who
nounced today by the National erson again led the team in Kiser
6
knocked out Calhoun in the
Basketball Assn. show that Cousy the _g_Ifensive department. The
fourth round after having been
has scored 9,994 points as - a three performers, transfers at
himself prone in the resin twice
pro. The next six points he Murray State, consistently reach
Hennon Leads
in the first two rounds.
,
scores will make him the fourth high into the double figures.
Webb was trailing badly and '
player to wear an NBA uniform Smikoski led the team with 22
NEW YORK AP$ —Don Hensfalling further behind with every
to score at least 10,000 regular- points. O'Reardon tallied 18
non, a 5-8 guard from Pittspunch when the astounding end
season points during his life- points and Peterson notched 17
burgh.
leads
weekly
the
major
brought 12,000 fans to their feet
markers.
'time.
college All-S:ar team by the
in screaming disbelief.
Possum Trot, last year's season
Of some 750 players who have
Eastern College Athletic ConBill Miller's Alm. Junior High
Calhoun, a bull-shouldered boy
akj..eared ' in the league, only
Coach Gene Cathey and the New Concord Redbirds
ference. Others etsosen this week team produced a second half °front White Plains, N. Y., who
George Mikan of the Minneapolis
are Len Wilkins of Providence, rally Friday that stopped Faxon looks and hits like a miniature
Lakers, Dolph Schayes of the
East side always seem to haveWilloughby
6-5 166 12
Mel Bredsky of Temple, Jack Elementary 43-36 on the Warrior Marciano, was looking to 'avenge
Syracuse Nationals and Ed MacEditor's Note: This is the
an ever present star that in -Hendon. G.
6-2 10 1 12
Saxenmeyer
his 1956 defeat by Webb. And
Pennsylvania court.
ef
auley of the Celtics and St.
first in -a series of articles
variably -calls 'for more than a Hendon, D.
6-2 10.5 11
Faxon,
and
Harris
it
looked
'Mosher
coached
like
Delaware.
of
he
had
by
it
made.
Charlie
Louis Hawks have reached the
on the county basketball teams six foot tape for a height register.
Lassiter,
He
pounded
leaped
Webb
Is
out
the
canvac
front
to
By United Prete
10,000 mark.
with a pre -tourney glance at
Stardom is never confined to
lead 11-4 at the end of the for a nine-count with a - savage
Konrads To Swim
Cousy, hampered by injuries Middle Tenn. 77 Eastern 76
the Calloway Championship. a single performer, on this power
first quarter and Was still bin right in the first; then dropped
his season, stands only 29th Xavier 102 Western 76
house squad, but with mit fail
front by five points. 20-15 at him for another .nine with a
in scoring this. week. George Pikeville 81 Centre 77
SYDNEY. Australia iln —Jon the halftime
The New Concord Redbirds are there is that one player thgt
High
flurry
of
punches
intermission
itthe
second.
.
Yardley, the balding sparkplug Ky. Wesleyan 92 Tampa 66
currently setting the example for is just a little "taller" and just
Konracts. Australia's‘ IS-year-old
Entering
And..
he
into
was
the
joking
confidently
third
stanza
of the Detroit Pistons, leads in Ft. Knox 77 Norfolk Naval 71 swimming sensatitin will fly to
the Junior Warriors turned on for a chance to end it when other count's, 'quintets in round a little better than the rest.
points (1201 in 44 games) Ky. State 80 Central State 79
Mebourne Thursday to race in the heat and
ball play. The Redbirds. long
This year is no exception and
fought
back to the rug was yanked out from famous
!Rd scoring average (27.3 'per Freed-Hardernan 74
the 440-yard freestyle at the overtake their
for their chamionships 0-5 J. W. Willoughby has the
under
him.
-•
visiting
foe.
Faxon
game). Schayes is runnerup in
Murray Freehmen 71
and tall stars, are an odds-on rebounds and the per game averVictorian Championships. T h e trailed by one
slim point, 28-29
points (1101 in 44 games) and
favorite. . to repeat this year age to prove it. He currently
Latvianzborn Konraels broke six at the end of the
period. Almo
Redlegs
tied for second place in average
Tonight's Schedule
after a season absence from leads the New Concord offensive
workt records last week during moved ahead and took
centrol
with Bob Pettit of the St. Louis TransyhanLa at kid. Central
the throne -and possession of effort with a 166 average. A
the New &Pull Wales Cham- in the final, canto to wrap
up
Hawks (25.0 per game).
liP
CINCINNAT
Ky. State at Dim College.
I
— The Cin- the county crown now held by per game average in double
pionships.
the game. 43-36.
figures may be a specialty, at
Two Alm° players reached the cinnati Redlegs plan to fly to all Lynn Grove.
rheir
road
games this year. In - New Concord possesses the 'only New ',Concord but it certainly
double figures as Stalls, - Warrior
Tonight
guard, racked up 18 points and 1935, the Redlegs flew to Chi- un-marred record in intra-county is not a rarity and three other
Hazel at New Concord
Hopkins, playing at the other cago to become the first major action and is the second ranked performers can produce the staKirksey at South Marshall
guard ixosit ion, tossed in 13 league baseball club to make a squad in the Fourth District-. tistics_ to back up the fact
The 'Birds have suffered two
With - a record like this . it Murray High at Fulton City
points. Hale led Faxon with 11 flight.
set backs thus far this season. would *.appear on' the surface Farmingtep at Murray Trng.
points.
Benton at Loin, Oak
Almo
Hoad Beats Gonzales Their first loss was an early that the county championship
4 15 29 43
Friday Night
season defeat at the hands of this year would be a cinch. But
Faxon
11 20 28 36
Hazel at Cuba
David
Lipscomb
High
School
players,
in
coaches
and
fans
from
Alnico (43)
PERTH, Australia itr
Alm. at Lynn Grove
- Lew their second encounter with the the other five schools
cry out
Forwards: Hill 4, Grogan, Scott lload of Australia
Murray High at Clinton _
beat Panchu Mustangs. The four-point loss that its "no
and
go"
2, Thornton 0,
the
loudest
Gonzales of Los Angeles, 12-10,
was on the Nashville court. New yell rangs forth from Murray New Concord at Fancy Farm
Center: McClard 6.
6-4. Monday night in a pro ,..ten- Concord won
North Marshall at Reidland
by seven points Training- School.
Guards: Hopkins 13, Stalls 18, nis
By MILTON RICHMAN
Carolina State's triumph.
match. Huad now has a 7-5 in a prior meeting between
Benton at South Marshall
over Iowa State The losers had Mason,
Twice
the
the
Colts
have
bit
the
Garrison! United Press Sports Writer
lead in their 100-match series. two.
Forward Bob Mac Gillivray been tied with fourth - ranked
Saturday Night
dust at the hands of the Redmen
Faxon (36)
Maryland. Bradley and Michi- was She big man for the Woe- Kansas State for the Big Eight
Kieksey at Hazel
One
other
but
team
checked
has
etch
time
victory
was a
Forwards: Bell 2, Hale 11,
jpn State were the chief victims pack with 19 points in a vittory Conference lead and had beaten
Tilghman
at North Marshall '
NO DEER
Coach Cathey's big boys. .St. little nearer and Murray TrainMorris.
It a night marked not only by that knocked Maryland 1 r o
Colorado by 38 points earlier
Mars's. a surprise power in the ing, confident they will meet
Center: Hargrove 9.
upsets, but also by a call tor first place in the Atlantic Coast this season.
First Region, stopped Concord by CoAcord in the county finals,
Guards: Boyd 1, li.iggess 9,
police to restore order in one of Conference and moved North
HOPEWELL. N. J. RP —Steph- three points in the Mayfield boasts that the "third time is
Baylor "Held" to 24
Hargis 2.
a
the triumphant cities.
Carolina State into a tie for the
en. Eurossos bagged his first Invitational Tournament. T h e charm." True it may -be, but
Elgin
Baylor, the
nation's
The police were summoned in lead with North Carelina.
deer in 30 years of hunting, Calloway leader has knocked off there. will be little room for
third leading seerer. was "held"
Raleigh. N.C., after North Carobut he won't see the buck all the county teams at least charm in the net burning tussle
Portland Stuns Bradley
to 24 points but still led Seattie
Monday
hna
State
students
on his dinner table A deer- once and with. the beginning of necessary to down the 'Birds.
received
Unheralded Portland stunned University to a 75-53 victory
word that the Wolfpack had up- favored, 10th - ranked Bradley, over Gonzaga.
snatcher stole the buck from the _second half of the season,
For the top two to meet in Possum Trot at Murray
set seventh - ranked Maryland. 58-55, at Peoria, Ill. Jim ArmEurossos's car while the hunt- has made it two in a row with the championship game it will Hugs- at Hardin
Oregon' State coasted to a 6857-48, at College Park, Md., strong scored 21 points and Dick 59 victory over Stanford in a
er toasted his luck in a local all encountered thus far. Other be necessary for-Murray Training Feast vs. Princeton (Fredonia)
Monchay night.
inn.
Jolley 19 as t h e Oregonians Pacific Coast Conference game.
scalps that have lined the Red- to beat both Hazel .and_Kirksey Benton vs. Lyon Co. (Kuttawa)
s Parading students blocked ••
bird hest includes one from and Conceird must stop\The win- Cunningham vs. Mayfield (Milall handed Bradley its third defea Frank Howard hit for 22 points
but one lane of US. 1 as they in 13 games.
burn)
Fulton County. Concord . found ner of the Lynn Grove - Almo
to lead Ohio State to a 70-64
cheered The news
plenty of resistance in decapping clash.
if
Wisconsin's in-pm:I-out Badg- triumph over Iowa.
North
this power ..that is a recent'
ers jolted Michigan State, 66' Starting Une
ti-11J
Xavier of Ohio ran up the
consolidation of Hickman and R
52. on the winners' court, Guard score in licking Wio.tern Konarand'
No
P Av. Yr.
Cayce.
Bunky Hoh wound up the indi- tucky. 102-76. but Baldwin 6-2 13.8 11
These
Sigh fivers trim the Green
6-3
vidual
8.7 11
high scorer
with 22 Wallace posted the highest total
points.
of be . night .an topping Eastern
C,Pil,rado continued the pat- Michigan, , 107-99.
tern of upsets with a 45-36 win .1n other leuding games, Pittsburgh beat Carnegie Tech. 8668 Ten nesee defeated Sewanee,
92-39; Georgia Tech whipped
Georgia, 7-54); Ohio University
toppled Toledo, 69-66, and New
.1 ST. LOUIS (1P — Bill Russell NEW YOItIC dfl — The United Mexico beat Peppeniine, 86-69.
. and Bob Pettit renew their duel Press
:h&j r college bsketball
• By EARL WRIGHT
fifth to eighth after losing to
between the National Basketball ratings (ta
first-place elites
+I
North *Carolina State. Temple
Ass 's two best big men tonight
United Press 'Sports Writer
and won- ist records through
advanced
from 10th to ninth.
. and coaches Red Auerbach and
NEW YORK.
West Vir- Bradley dropped from eighth to
Jan 18 in parentheses):
'Alex Hannum resume a pereonal
opped
-ginta
t
United
the'
--Press
TOM.
Tanen
Points
toed in the league's annual Eastmajor college basketball ratings
Kansas received three tintI. W. Virginia (26) (13-0) 330
West All-Star game.
-today
for
straight
the
week.
third
place vrrtes and 266 latsintS
2. Kansas (3) (12-2)
'266
111 Auerbach's East team, with a
but
Chamberlai
Wilt
boosted
n
San Francisco 'drew three firstsuperior overall ,scuring average 3. San_Frap. (3) 1.12-1) 251
Kansas back into second plate place- votes and 251 pointso Kan- eer
4.-7Kisas State (12-1)
208
' of about 10 points in regular
at
Franciece's
San
expense.
..
sas State received 208 points.
197
- . season competition, Was a three- S. Cinc.nnati (1) (12-2)
'rhe 35-leading coaches who Cincinnati received t h e other
point favorite for the eighth 6. Oklahoma State (11-1) 120
teams
the
rate
weekly
gave
the first-place ballot and 197 points.
111
annual pro basketball classic. A 7. Mary land ( 10-2)
ROCHESTER, N. Y. RP —
West Virginia Mountaineers (13- Oklahoma State collected 120
Crowd of 15.000 was expected 8. North Clarolin:r (12-3) 106 Middleweight champion Carmen
first-place
0)
28
votes
and a points, Maryland 111, • North
102 Basilio,
to pack the St. Louis Arena for 9. Temple (I2-2)
muting his new $10,000
total of 338 points.
Carolina. 106, Temple 102 and
10. Bradley (10-2) •
80 diamond VIt as
the game.
s
Francisco
the
San
"professional
replaced Kansas Bradley 80.
Second 10 tromp —II, IVItchi- athlete
Alt hough each learn presents
of the year," said today
runner-tip
the
In
spot last week
In the voting, points are dis10 of the outstanding stars in gan State, 58, 12, Kentucky, 27; he would like to defend his
after Kansas lost its second tributed on a 10-9,
8-7-6-5-4-3I e pro league, much attention 13. Oregon State. 19; 14, North title in Syracuse, N. Y., sometime
straight game while Chamberlain 2-1 basis for rotes from fit
ill be centered on the match-up Carolina State, 11; 15, Missis. next summer.
.eas sidelined with an Injury. through .10th -place. Oply 24
tween Russell, the Bost on sippi State, 6; 16, Dayton, a, 17,
Basilio added. of course, that
With Chamberlain back in the schools received votes this week.
Celtic's slx - foot - 10 defensive St. John's (N.Y.), 14; 18 (tie) he first would have to retain
lineup, Kansas (12-2) moved up
West Virginia. which led San
marvel, and Pettit, the St. Louis Notre Dame, Tennessee, and the crown against ex-champion
from. third in the latest ballot- Francisco by 106 points. after
Hawks' six - foot - nine shooting Xavier (Ohio). 3 each.
Ray (Sugar) Robinson in their
ing.
last week's voting, topped Kansas
Others —Seattle, Iowa State world Championship bout at
wizard who has a 25-point scorSan Francisco (12-1) slipped by 72 in the latest balloting.
and Utah, 2 each; UCLA, I.
ing average.
Chicago March 25.
back to third.
Michigan State headed 1 h e
The hard-hitting Basilio was
The coaches bated their billlots second -10 group with 58 points.
presented with the Rae- Hickok
on garries played thrinigh Satur- 'The Big Ten team was 12th
Belt at the annual Rochester
day night, Jan. 18. There were last week. Kentucky was 12th
Preass and Radio Club dinner
no newcomers in :he top 10 and Oregen State, 11th last week,
Monday night.
but the voting produced a num- was 13th. North 'Carolina State,
V —Xavier took Western It
sixth loss in 13
ber of position changes -in the Mississippi State, Dayton and St.
an early lead over visiting West- starts this season.
'7" 1.
select group.
Tibbs
John's (N. Y. were strung out
Tied at 23 points apteee...loe
ern Kentucky Monday night and
Kansa State remained fourth behind Oregon State in that
NATIONAL MOTOR BOAT SHOW OPENS-Here Is a general view
NEW YORK lIP — Lightwas never headed in whipping high .scoring honors were WestASHLAND
but - Cincinnati continued it s order. Tennessee,°-Xavier (Ohio)
of the New York Coliseum's main floor after the opening of
ern's Ralph Crosthwaite a nd weights Tommy Tibbs of Roethe .11illtoppers 102-76.
AETNA
boats of all
Show.
Some
450
Boat
.steady
Motor
National
climb
and
arloancecl
48th
the
from
and
Notre
"Dame
ton
wore tied forXavier:s Joe Viviano and Ducky
iind Carlos Ortiz of N'ew
newcomers to ti s show is an
the
of
One
sixth
display.
to
on
are
fifth.
Oklahoma
sizes
State
,
A-PLUS
After breaking a 2-2 tie Xavier Castelle.
18th
place.
York will meet in -,a 10-round
$18,000 outboard "station wagon" (bottom), a boat with a
move7d from ninth to 71-eth.
rolled to a 48-34 .intermission
tcattle, Iowa State, Utah and
The victory was Xavier.* Iltfi bout Feb. 28 at Madison Square
cabin top which telescopes within itself, allowing for conNottA,....egiolina,- last season's UCLA were -the on ly other
margin and went on to hand 15 IS games.
Garden.
crufser..d
day
tea
runabout
_ version from a utility-type
natid&I champion, slipped from schools that received votes.

Cousy Near
Milestone
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SOCIAL CALENDAR
Tuesday. January 21
Circle II of the WSCS of the
will
Methodist .Churich
Fret
meet at 2:30 p.m. in the hom
of Mrs. N. P.. Hu:eons West-Mein
Street.
•*•

On the -Line" panel were
secretaries of the asistociatieb
who told the duties of their
office for the sormng year. Mrs.
Schertfius centinued t fi e Program by 'telling facts about the
Circle I of the WSCS will
three women for when the as- meet with Mrs. N. P. Hutson
'sociaden's erre-lei are named far. at• two-thirty o'clock.
,
She explained _how The envies
were formed ass& whit' therThe Dorcas Sunday School
dee were named for these three
women: Jessie Ludwick, Cora, Class .f the First Baptist Church
will meet in the home of Mts.
Graves, and Grace Wyatt.
Special guests were Mrs. E. Jan Williams, South 131h Street
A l'ucker. sister of Jessie Lud- at 7:30 in thel'evenitts. Mrs. L.
sbe--the—guest
inn
wick and WS: -Pritly Keys setter L.
of Cora Graves. The ,guests. speaker. Group V with Mrs.
al•mg with Miss Rezina.Senter, James Smith as captain, is in
acid what the chesch had meant charge.
-to these wtxneri Miss ,Sertlte
•••
spoke about Grace Wyatt.
The Eva Wall Circle of the
at
given
was
bud
rase
A red
the meeting in honer of the new
. .elehrnents were atee''ed by
circle. the crart—wra-r-r-errer--rruirCharlie CrawMrs. Charles Strnans gave the the hostess. Mrs_
The meetdevtiunal. Mrs.Scherftus, 'pres- ford hi 21 - members.
. ing was held :n Mrs.. Craw fard'i
ident cif the asciation, conNher, Street.•
ducted the business meeting, home on West

FRENCH
'Mrs. Milford Orr
RABAT, Morocco MI - France
a little more 'of ns
!Speaks To H'maizers rellayauished
influence in this former proGroup On Foods
tectorate today by disbanding

Locale
Activitie•

Mrs, Milford Orr, major project leader, presented the leteton
on -One Dish Meals" at the
meeting of the Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club recently, in
the home of acIns. Denis' Boyd.
Mrs. Orr stressed the need
of serving stied foods and well
balanced meals. Each meal, she
said, ,should include some of the
food requirements.
Mrs. Cyrtle Cooper read the
devotional and Mrs. Bob Orr
ltd in prayer.
The
business meeting was
conducted by the president, Mrs.

•

Circle IV. Baptist
WMU Meets With
Mrs. Harris

-eire/e
Memorial Asplad Chu.rch w
WMU. met recently in the home
remit in the Some of Mrs. EverMrs. D C. Harris. Chairman,
of
nit Nanny at 2:30 in the after'Mrs. Luther Downs„presided at
noon.
the meeting. ,
* ••
Mrs. 1-1:- C. Chalte. program'
The AAUW in connection with
chairman, dismissed the topic
present
will
Arts,
Festival
of
its
Mrs.
Field."
"Home • Mission
"Art In Contemporary Sudety", Pearl Jones read for the dem.a symposium i arranged by fac- tienal Joel 2829 and Ac:s 1 and
ulty and students of the Art '2.
rtion With
Envseen, in conjun.
Mrs. N. S. Bucy re a d an
the-'4th senheamnual Jury Ex- article entitled "Outside My City
tudintoes The symposium will be Window". and Mrs. Edgar Pride
in thee Mary Ed Mecoy Hall gave a report on the Cuban
tlallety, Fine Arts bulletins at Baptist Clinic.
the college, 7:30 p.m. It is openthe
Mrs. °hike completed
iRM' the public and no adanks- discussions with remarks about
eon will be charged. A. recap- "What are we- trying to do with
and open house in studios the Negroes?"" Mrs. •Melus_.Linn
3nd gilerry of The Art Division closed the meettn,g with prayer.
A short business meeting was
w•ill be held at 8:30 p.m.
•• •
conducted bsr Mrs. Downe. Dur__Ilmosocial hour, refreshments
Circle Ill of the First Mesheess.
d:it anarch's WSCS will meet Ware -served- shy the
* 0 • S'
at 2:30 in the afternoon in the
home of Mrs:. J. R. Gatlin on
Olive Street...
• • ••
The Gladys Malrath BWC of
the Memorial Baptist Church
Members of the Sigma Sigma
will meet in :he home of Mrs.
Chad Miller, South 6th Street alumni rnet Thursday evening,
January 16 at 7:30 in the home
at .:30 In the evening.
awes -sewof Mrs. 0. B. Beene, Jr.
The group -honored Mrs. MarCircle II of the WSCS ef the tha Duncan. past president,
will alumni advisor 'to Alpha Chi
Church
First litleth`txlist
meet atz 2:30 p.m. in the eduea- chapter at Murray State and a
uonal- building. Hastess for the national officer. Mrs. Duncan
meeting letll be Mrs. W. D. Was presented -a gift by the
Sykes and Mrs. J. T. Sammons. members. Mrs. eDurican, recent
• • • •••
secretary to college - president
The general -meeting of the Ralph Woods, is leaving Murray
WAIL', Firm Ba;eiat Church, will to go with her husband to annieet as -the church- at 2:30- other ectiuol where he will work
,
-Me 'Metre/lg."41 4els masteel 'degree:. -•
•
••
Mrs. Bob Ward was appointed
.The Murray Assembly 'of Rain- alumni advisor to replace Mrs.
bow for Gsree-will• held its mita- Duncan. The next meeting will
son service at 7 p.m. at the be heed in the home of Mrs.
Jimmy Rtbinsen, February 20
Meseme Hell.
•-ts • •
at 7:30 -p.m.
- Attending the n'ieeting were
The Music, Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet Meedamtis John Pike, Jimmy
at the club house at 7:30 in the 'Rubinson. Juhan Duncan. James
evening. The program , will be Parker, Bob Ward Bill Thur-The Rodger-Hammerstein Story man: 0. B. Boone, Jr., and Miss
'[his will an open meeting. Huse Dortha Parker.
•5 *•
, tess ,are Mesdomes •Edward Grif-

0/
• ‘i\s‘t
-

money ahead every mile!

gr;

discussed by Mrs. Autry Mcthe
informed
fterynolele. slie
-group with, pointers on pruning
shrubs and blyw to select flowerased.
__Mrs, Orr led the group in
singing. The next meeting will
be ern the Milne of Mrs. Toy

5
.

Brandon.

nly

TW(
lots.

WATCH HER...
in the motel
ith her
husband...

GUESTS OF HONOR-Vice President and Mrs_ RichllatiX011
make this well-groomed appearance at the White House
as they enter for a dinner given in their honor by the
President and Mrs. Eisenhower. (Iateinational Sostidphoto)

PERSONALS

East Hazel Chtb
Meets Recently In
Harley Craig Home

One Dish Meals
P. Main Lesson Plan
For E. Homemakers

The
ThreeFaces
Or
Eve

WATCH
stunning
astounding
JOANNE
‘100DWARD
4
in the
most
*es sensational
star-making
performance
of our
generation!

0

2 BIG DAYS
WED
and
THURSDAY

CINEwaScOPE

.JANNE WOODWARD DAVID WAYNE.LEE J.COL1
ENDS TUES.

FRANK SINATRA in
"JOKER IS WILD"

Telephone
Talk
by
F. H. RIDDLE
Your Telephone Manager

sr
ki
ni

WHAT'S MY LINE? Have you ever wondered who keeps
the telephone lines around here in working order? A
telephone man, to be sure, the installer-repairman. And,
when storm damage repairs or Maintenance are necessary,
cable spliters have to be "johrinies-on-the-spot." In an
kinds of weather at any hour of the day or night they're
at work—up poles, down manholes, out in the country,
right on your street. And just being there isn't enough.
They have to know what they are doing; which wires to
join and how to join thcm. It takes know-how and a lot
of hard work to keep telephone lines in order and our
telephones ready to serve everyone, all the time.
S. • •

Max. H. Churchill

Switch 142 Rambler

_Boyd. Landecapinte notes were

WATCH HER...
in the tight dress
v' (h the soldier
in the gin joint...

Pottertown.'Club
Meets Recently.

Is a gas hog keeping you broke?

be _replaced by the Royal Moroccan Gehdarmerie.

nu strangest true experience a )oung girl in love ever lived!

Russell Alan Suns. a- son, born
January 3 .at the. Musray Hospital weighing seven. pounds .3
ounce( The Sims live at 509
y
R
a
Dorrakl
Mrs.
Mr. and
South tlith Street.
• • ,5 5, •
Harvey announce the birth of
burn
a son. Christopher Trent,
January' 6 at the Murray Hospltel weighing 10 puunde six
ounces. The Harvey's live on
Murray Route Two.
' s •st •
The Eas
.
t. "faze! Homemaker'
A son, Samuel Lee. was born met recently in the home
January "6 to Mr. and Mrs. Ed- Mrs. Harley Crag.
ward Owen Chadwick, 411 No.
The devotional, taken from
12th Street. The baby, born at Luke 2, was given by Mrs. Wilthe Murray H,epittil, weighed ham - Adams. She presented a
4 ounces at th,tugha, "A Merynt's Prayer."
nine pounds' 14,
birth.
Mrs. Hoyt Craig led the group
• ••
_
in prayer.
Robert Jason Futrell was born
Seven members answered ths
January 4 weighing 8 pounds
anc ounce at the Murray Hi•S roll call naming a New Year's
Tin, Lawrence G. Rickert, Don
pitat He is the son of Mr. and resolution abt tut club v.',trk.
Rutiileon, 'Grace Moore, Garnett
Mrs. Adams. was selected as
Mrs. James Dorsey Futrell Of
Jones. 7Hugo Wilson and D.
the etub•s thflegate to Farm and
208 South 1,1th Street.
ads:Connell.
• C•
Home Week, Mrs. Leland Alien
gave the minor lesson on civil
"One Dish Meal." was the
The Kitksey Homemakerl
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Carol defense - and stressed the imif t h e ehastside McReynelds annaunce the birth paeance of being
CIL:0 v.-111 meet in the tstene' of' main. lesson
prepared.
Hint-makers Club meeting held of a an. Ernest Berry. weighMrs. Tempest Paschall.
The lesson on One Dish Meals
••••
recently in the home ,.f M's ing eight pounds four throes. was given by Mrs. Atten. She
Curtis Ifayes.
leadurs The bay was born January 11 prepared and Nerved two dish
y 22
Wednesday. J
WSCS -of the First Meth- were Mrs, James Smith and at the Murray Hescetal.
to the members.
••••
odist Church w-.11 meet in the Mrs. J. I. Wall.
Mrs. Mary Hawthorne w a s
The
leaders
discussed
•
he
same' hall-of the church at 10
A son, Michael Stephen, was welcomed as a visitor. Games
irimortance
of
getting
differ,
nt
O'clock in the morning.
barn January 13 weighing seven were played by the members.
•6S •
vitamins the body needs da.ly. peunds seven ounces to Mr. and The mete:rig was
adjourned to
•
Plans were made to use tae Mrs. Jackie Holland Winchester meet with Mrs.
Thursday.. Januaty 23
Glen Kelso in
The 7.,ela Department of the menus at the next meeting to 316 South 10th Street.
February.
••• •
• • ••
Murray Woman's Club is epun- be at the home of Mrs. G. 43.
Leslie Ann Furches was born
soring-eas annual benefit bridge, Jones.
this Mfm-e- called "Tally Hu II." . The devot. Anal was given by January 15 weighing 5 pounds
It wil -le held at the club house Mrs. Barter. taken from the 14- eunees to Mr. and Mrs. WitU'CiAlaC
IA
the evening. second chapter of Luke. MrS. ham Merry Furehes. Route 4,
Tickets rrhay be purchased ,a1 Kelley led the group in prayer. Murray. The baby' was burn at
The Putterneen Homemakers
Literature en Hew to Prepare the Murray HospitaL
Site door or from any Zeta me-inMb met Tuesday. January 14
•
•
•
•
was
Our
'Tomes
for
Emergency
ner. Hestesisee will be Mesdames
at. 11_;90 in the morning in the
group. Mrs. AIMr. and Mrs. 'Joe Rexford home of Mrs.
Cecil Farris, Henry Fulton, Bob passed, to the
L. Robertson.
Genesee, „Noilu44.., Heie, Jame& fred -young, chairman,. presided Sims announce the - birth. . of
Mrs. Lad led the group in a
C. Hart, and Mia.s Viehan Hale. at -the meeting. .
cievotional, The ketsn studied
•
Eleven members answered 'he
• •• •
was on preparatien. of foods
nil.fall end, six children were
The -Magazine Club will meet
and Itindaceping.
present.
at 2:40-- in the 'efteenoon in the
AIM: 'Lizette
Outland
was
• ••• •
•
borne of Mrs. J. I. Hesick, North
'selected as a' delegate to'Farm
•
EAGER
PICKNICKERS•
and Home Week in Lexingtan.ltd Street. An 'election of of-A :Shore business meeting was
fivers will be the main order
CHIC,A90. ,ift -Marc Maul y,
conducted, Two •visitors and 13
of business and all members
Cte.k. County picnic- permit cit•rk,
members were present.
are urged to • attend.
e land office business Wed•
.••
temperature
neser-.•; altnough the
Friday,ej
y 24
hevered near zero. She began
The -Cakkiiialer'lluinemakers issuing permits at dawn to fa
Club will meet in the home of monad of persons 'seeking cheese
Mrs. N,ble Fuqua.
locations for club picnihs in thee'
Funeral Home
• ee •
ceunty"st forest preserves • net*
CentinMes
.prhgram of summer. "--i---Service - Equipped- —
the AALlW Featiyiel ,of Arts will
with Oxygen
be 'An Evening Of Modern
Friendly Service —
for a chill supper at 6:30 pm.
Dance', a cancert program by
in the home of Mrs. James
811 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
the ,Jewssti Community Center'
Parker, North 10th Street.
Modern Dunce' werkshup. • Sock
•5 *•
and Beek-in Club'. Joins • AAUW
Saturday, January 25 •
presenting
the
Louisville
. .
Th.. Alpha Department af the
Worketem, nenpused of .fifteen Murray Woman's-Club will rt., at
dancers; as the sriermal perfer- Saturday afternoon at 2:30 .it
amnce of the drama season. the club house. Speaker fey tie
program'wifl be held in the aPerreten will be Judge Way-1,4
college auditorium at 8:15 p.m. Rayhurn on "Behavior of TeenAdmssion will be $1.00' or stet- Age Heys and Girls". Motes. es
You Can Have
tieket.
are Mesda-rnes W. E. Blackburn,
• • •'
•
fluster Ha rie wk. R. .T Wc.is,
The F
Class ,,f the
Beatrice Frye, and
_Era 14..
4retirch walls meet Rah): -Shimeon

SPOT-UGHTED-Thf combination of Isabel Florid ark tea
Dalmatians makes a spotty attraction for the etah annual
San Francisco dog show. Miss Flood will present one
"fateroahoeai S54nr17,hr,,O)
tse er •5

Legion
the 50-year old French
Moof Gendarmerie (police) in
rocco. The 1,200-man unit will

•

.T.ri Sigma Alumni
Honors Mrs. Martha
Duncan At Meeting.

• • ••

Be

MURRAY, =WU=

Telephone 1685

The EN'2 Wall Circle. of the
Memorial Bapteet- Church will
meet vh th Mrs. Eeerett Nanney,
735 Vine Street, at 2:00 p.m.
•• * •

•

Weddings
Club.Neyti

Mrs.. B. F. Scherfous presented the program "What's My
Line" at the meeting of the
Women's Amehation of the College Preetterterian Church Thurs.day evening, January 16 at 7:30.
at 7:30.

•

•

TUESDAY — JANUARY 21,1958
POLICE DISBANDED

Mrs. Scherffius
Presents Program
"What's My Line?"
•
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KEIMAS
In Your Home

•

,INTRODUC INC.

,•; over last year —.N:CatISC
Rambler's first h• sales gains-up 72°
it's first in econorrh.: (official Nesceit economy record. Etrihan
a penny a mile fie easoline, by a Rambler 6 wth (see:reel,
highest in resale %elate. smartest in etsk. Only Hornlike yjies
yen the bed of broth: american big tar room and comfort, plus
'Llarupeira small car handling 91•4. and ••,.a,tm).
.4E. AMERICAN

MOTORS

•

—4

150 HAMBURGERS
SPECIAL!!
200 MILK SHAKE

STREET SUIT - Actress Sharon
Lee, married Dec. 14 to singer
David Street and divorced less
than a month later, tells reporters in Hollywood that she
will sue for "return of certain
gifts" she gave him. She was
his fourth wife. He acquired
hi fifth, Debra Paget, Jan. 14.
That makes two marriages in

MESAS MORE FOR AMERICANS

SCOTTIE'S DRIVE-1N

,
WILSON MERCURY-RAN 14 1I_ER
Murray,
Ky.
sIs So. 12th,

12th & Chestnut

l'hone 156

S oncinth's time.(Intornationidi

Call-.
For Prompt Installation
PROPANE

106 N. 6th St
Ph. 1177
Murray, Ky.
A

1•1•1•10. of

//7.4014049
• 1 •
FIRRR. IT'S COLD! And did you know, The colder the
weather the louder sounds are. In hot weather sounds are
weakt.r, don't carry as far. As this applies to telephone
communications, it was a problem that worried telephone
people. Then the Bell Laboratories found an answer. It's
the thermistor,, an electronic 'device that controls the
.
volume of voices on the telephone. It keeps them from
_being too loud in cold weather and too low in warm
weather. It's so sensitive it can detect a temperature change
to one-milliuntb of a degree.
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New Products

CH POLICE DISBANDID
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IAT, Morocco BI little more of III
we in this former tpraite today by disbanding
0-year old French Legion
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placed by the Royal MO-.
GehderMerie.
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There's a science to being
By RON BURTON
seated properly. Standard Foun- United Press Staff Correspondent
dry Products of Reading, Pa,
HOLLYWOOD --01- Maurice
tel
icers work better if Chevalier,
ivas
saysrt
personification
the
fit them and has of Saris to Americans, says that
thei
• z..0 per word ter ens day.. minimum, •1 17 viebeds toe 110o - Is per ward for tares Baia. ClasafIltid see are payable In advance.
th "Seet-O-Moters" if he had his life to live over
ocane out
ting faults. The again he wouldnn change a
to correct
res such things as thing - - encept possibly- for
device r
Professor's Dream House. One 1957 SKYLINE 36 - foot house
ROOM Unfurnished house.
block from college, 3 bedrooms, i trailer. Inquire 1613 W. Olive St. Paissessicn at once. flee at 503 neigthi and depth of the seat, some refinements in his attitude
relation of arm and elbow to
taaio baths, study, air condition- after 6 p.m.
J2.9P Olive or call 33.
J23C th inorking plane, correqt posi- toward Inerrour.
er,
tuteernenc
heat.
Phone
Chevalier, here for MGM's
721.
Y OWNER, five room frame
tion of the lumbar peak and re- "Grain said
TFC SOFA-BED divan, gray uptielsIns attitude on lave
41110
'Use. 1 mile south of Alin°
quired twangs bur back-.phas now crystallized. He thinks
tery, six feet long, $30. See or
eights. Phone 217-J,
J23P
port.
at this time that love should
BOY'S quality jacket, nln, mou- telepnone after 41_00 p.m. 307
not be taken lightly.
J22P
NSOLE Singer sing ma- ton fur collar, padded lining, size North 12th St. Ph:1ge0
SVNGER
Sewing
Machine sales
"When a man speaks of love,
A nun-inflatable life preservNew, $439.50. Y4117i week 36, practically new, cost $25.00.
and
Service. on all makes, '4
er annil enough to fit into a he should °mean it,
he said.
J21C NICE 5 ruclt house on 1% acres
only. One automatic half • price. Phone 1857,
mile on Lynn Grove Road. Leon
man's pocket and weighing less "Even if the emotion is only
in the city, paved street, sew- Hall. Phone 934.J.
eon Hall. Phone 9344.
J23C
J25C than three pounds soon will be tetnpona ry. When
.caw makes
1946 W1LLYS Jeep. Good con- erage, gas heat, good location.
TWO very desirable building ration. New 4-wheel drive. Call Fine for truck terming. A bar- TH-ERE ARE several vacancien available. Originally deveicipeo nelieve too long at love, then
conjunction
Army in
oy
nave itself becomes make belots. Phone 933-J.
••
J23C 069.
Jn2p gain if sold at once. Only $7500. for the second semester in the
Galloway Insurance a n d Real -S:gme Kindergarten. For infor- with Kubber Fabricators, Inc., lieve Then you try to capture
the new it, and - noon it's gone.
Estate Agency...EU 1002.
"
Home mation call' Mrs. William Pogue, Granteville, W. Va.,
FugiN
CROSSWORD PUZZLE "s""Inter"
"
"Every
151-M.
man
and
women
J23C preserver iteeks like an umpire's
J23C 714-R.
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44 - Slip of
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memory
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a
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nett there - well, better to
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for
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A
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Also. sleeping room. Girls pre14-Anger
talk. about the weather."
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lations. Office Supply Depart- ckne that supports the baby's
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ment, Daily Ledger & Times. had above the water is the
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after
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23-, Turk,- h
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baby bath.
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Chevalier
Valle
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FURNISHED Apt., furnace heat. "Parking is no Problem" at bath, it weigne less thtan three Jourdan,
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65-- Pilaster
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outsiders
on
who
304 So. 4th, See Mrs. B., F. Starks Hardware, 12th & Pop- pounds and is manufactured by aornewtiat
67-Nails• metal
27 - lie borne
66- Itil&s1
,help" in romance.
Berry at 300 S. 4th. Phone 103. 'sr. Phone 1142 for free city Toidey Co., Port Wayne, Ind. '
39-Actual I.elng
69-Chit rg•
6Weighing
Wu4.1tel.
New Career
Also have unfurnished house delivery. '
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TFC
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"Aetually, outsiders should retI-- Marron , 'lit
between South 4th and 5th St.
conditioner
furnace-air
A
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board
-soul lo•rn
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"
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1- Symbol fni
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ZS-Small Island
the house because of new ened.
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or see at 1106
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says
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private
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product
years
of
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entrance.
See
Radio
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dispatched trucks. Duncan
31- s
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/
/ne,
40- Footless
Wells, Mgr., pay & Nite Cafe. Trinkage Co. Prompt service 7 of research and grueling road to me is beautiful in her own,
e
43specal way."
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in- all
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n__... ee„,,
TFC days 'a week. Call Meg distance teats. Introduced
pencil
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corporal-arra
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The
ect, Maynard 433, Union City
Z.
of
"G" may set ,up a' new vaOS
Farmer Avenue. near college,
.0 rap
is
nailed
"Mo-Par
1308.
Hi-Ti,"
44-Hock
A7C
.;
riety of roles for him to playnew modern, ran style brick
51- rol.oi for
"ML.
.1114Ar/
and some might even be. roand stone duplex, one or two
•
Easy Laundry Appliances ChiU, A
inent
mantic, he added,
bectronms, lit mg room, and diniashr
HELP WANTED
cago, has come up with what it
56 l're• on
ing area, bath,
iseg. r Mb,
calla the first -thetomatac washer he addod;
• t.
-Romance wouldn't be out
cur port,- and , at:J.
side
ever to have a lint filter en6) - rt. told'
compote ely," 'he
said. "Of
,i( duplex cotennetely private. Women„ everywhere, like Avon gineered into its kid. Called
.r.sitoid.• deity
the
61- Rennie'
needy for rent Feb. 1. Phone cosreetiai. I here is an exclusive Tip Top, the washer is end to course, I suppose iove I would
NEB•••••• ••••••• 5.••••.1..
66- Noma rive
earning opportunity for you in
Hy -2-3411.
J22C your
pionnde full-gene filtering of have to bgin at 40."
neighborhood. Mis.s Alma
If hs new- career in movies
Catlett, P. 0. Box, 1004, Pa - lint, • gr,t and sedunent °tiring materializes, he'll be working
both the wash and rinse cycles.
ducan, Ky.
J22C
hard, and if it doesn't he'll alternate living in his four favorite cities-Plams, London, New
WANTED
DOC! fOR'S DAY
York and Hollywood.

Landocoplag notes were
sed by Mrs. Autry Mcthe
infortn.ed
•
he
witti, *centers on pruning
• and hbw to select flow-

invE

[2:9R SALE

ed.
Orr led the group in
The next meeting will
the home of Mrs. Toy
Ion.

NOTICE

•

eln7a. Ft was decided to have a
party for the Senior Club on
Thursday night at 7:00 pan.
The new business Ka& CLSCUsth-e TV program to
sed
be- presentee' en February Inah
by the club.
Announcements were made by
Mrs. Wrather and Mrs. Like,
Danny Edwards, .songleaden
led the.. group lb some ,on.
Sandra Bedwell. program - chairman, was in nharge of a film
an "Safety."
The meeting was adjourned
by the president.
Nancy Bazzell, Reporter

heki it iejm4r nienthly me_etnig on Wedneeday January 15
The meeting was called to order by the prcsident, Annette
Palmer. Carolyn Palmer gave
the devotion. Pledges to Shea 4H and American flags werte led
by Betty James and Janice
Perry. Roll call was by the
secretary, Janet Like, who' nInu
read the minutes of the last
meeting: Forty-six members and
ihree, leaders were present. One
new member was admitted to
the club. A-finance report was
given by -treeisurer -Tent Bur-Lenge/I-Dr- tire-- -drtower seeds
Olsen.
ea ries considerably, depending
A party ws dInusied
th.• on the type of newer.
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in the
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nECA 11.6k. use .say was Satur- ging all they could get too Hu niefli tier, M7 a wen 0, mann
llagertian
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tnat.oe le or nary inn 1.11.s.I
1 cir•
town .1.1) tot
e
Deco times when Jthei women
.us
gut up an noui earbei than river spree° JUi like thin pan
Cabe
natter
gobbling
,ip
seven
nave Jone the same taIng
anyone else ano nal] the Learn
as
neeneo to Use buggy Cantor. the sections Wore we.knew what lie tnougn there was an irresistirle
:nev.
got around 1.5., showing was hp to Still this left a lot nt challenge there that none zould
itsell
Ill
intonloce
myselt room for the little plowpusners ignore
who stuck out the dry summers
lllll
-Luther up vet" 1 asked.
(_r bale
Real
name
14enr) but ante l'a retuideu it and the whistling winters Fences
"Up anti rinsing." Coro said
went
up.
aiong
with
• windmills. He laughed softly -You go get
in th. rives's dt the Bible the
tarn,r1 tone torgot about at and and schools anti finally a rail dressed.
Mali nave oreaktast
road,
which
was
the
real
reason ready in a minute "
called Inc Smoke on act /tent at
Ponca City that's OUT town-that s the color ot my eyes. '
Ma was in the Kitchen. She
juat., didn't dry up and blow was a neavy woman and Stan t
Back there, on that day I was
away.
care it she ever Lost a pouno
apeakine; .d. I was pretty yuung,
But to get back to what I was not.. Her face was like o melon,
pist past voting age and not the
saying, by the time I had •Ne round and shiny-skinned, and
Irmo it a young man talks molt
team hitched and was heading for her /owls quivered when she
Much ri,lice at or even remem•
the nouse. Cord, my older brother, laughed, which was moat of the
ber eu once I'd moved on out of
had come Out ot the kitchen door time: I could never recall ner
Bigot. To be nonest about the
and was standing on the porch: cryiagatpout anything eiscept the
whole thing. r ought to tell your
putting the final knot in ms day PIrTlied. His nurse mid gone
right oft 111.1t %Alien people talk
about the type ot men they nad I string tie. Cord was a big man. lame at..: ne was walking rum
six-one. with neavy shoul- borne when ne tripped and fell
in Oklahoma in 1903. they-re not nearly
ders and the kind of nips women full•iength on Ft rattlesnake Cord
talking atom me because on thei
admired so much, which was al- found ntm and brought him
tallest day ot my life I never!
measured /pore than five-eight. I most nc nips at all. His flair and Ma nad cried then, out not
was dark, as was all the 0'• for long. She just gathered us
Never was called a runt Dares'. a gift from an Irish
together and said the 0*Dares
- though. Small-boned is • polite father who had lived hard and woblci have to shift for themway to put it, but I'll tell you died young And Cord had the selves from now on.
And that's
the truth whatever flesh covered u'Dare eyes, the shade of •
what we did. I was five at the
this frame bad been pared down prairie sky, a slate-gray with In- time; Cord had yet to shave, out
tit solid muscle by two older distinct traces of blue.
he somehow took Pa's place, and
brothers who believed that all the
When
I
stepped onto the then sonic. •
hard ranch jotes rightly belonged porch. Cord said, "Put on your
"We only got thirty minutes to
to the youngest
suit, Smoke. This Is an impor- eat and get,- Ma said to me..
And the (JLiare place Was pret- tant day."
"Get a shake on or we'll miss
"I was going to," I told him Luther's bride." tier eyes Sot
ty big, or considered su, now
that oklanoma had been opened I stood there beside him for a round and shiny. "My, I'M so
up Co the settlers for a year dr minute. watching daylight ripple excited I don't know which way
so and a man's holdings were across the fiats. growing bright- to turn.“.
counted in half-sections Instead er every second.
I went into the hall leading to
Yet we
Cord's fingers fashioned a the room I shared with Luther,
of a dozen sections.
Ma, Cord, Luthe_r and cigarette Saul wharf be twisted the wird ix two- rears older, but who
me - claimed nine sections for ends, he said. "1 guess you been suddenly seemed a lot older now
our own, and I'm a little ashamed wondering what's got into Luth- that he was going to get marto admit that of all thoke seething er, courting a woman by mail, nest It seemed odd to me at
"I ain't been wondering a the time now quickly (amity ties
only the first two were obtained
in a manner completely honest. thing." I said. "If Luther wants are. severed by the prospect of
Cord and Luther were -sooner).- • woman, then how he gets her matrimony. Luther seemed about
sneaking in ahead of the gun to la his bustness."
'
to enter blissfully into what 1
"You treat her decent," he considered to be a strange and
claim two, and within a year ye
from
five
additional
said. Chen, to take''the bite out somehow frightening institution.
bought an
others who found the going too ot the order, he smiled .at me. Until Cord gave Luther that
tough and wanted to move on. His face was angular, almost etre* address, the four of us had
Now befute any of you start rou hly Cast, Out there was s tone along smooth enough. But.
&ling and (inuring iniTi Inn a hare imeness there that Luther now the whole thing was going'
aragon 01 honesty, let me tell and I racked. It's hard to de- down the chute and it made '
a
straight out that If Coro scribe, but there was something man feel as though some kind of
adn't put nig toot down and about Cord that made men !Wen, a door had been slammed in his
I that I was too young. there'd to nim.
Ann i guess .s good face. Of course Luther kept In.
SIVE' been three sooners in the share of women nad given him sistung that nothing would
miry instead of two 01 course, considerable attention, too.
change, but 1 knew different,
_Wre'd been long time ranchers in
i suppose there was a lot about having seen Men get married.' It
e rerritory long before Teddy Coro I chein't understand, and I always seemed ridicirious to me,
arsevelt decided to open it, out knew I wasn't alone in my ignor- how a man oold enough to tackle
's not important now. Al- ance: some people fled spent an another man twice his size could
•';fferidy t can' near vou say thnt unholy amount of Beni triying to get so meek and weak-kneed in
Alan ing lip a man's land before figure him out. But that didn't front of his wife.
asn•t legal, and make much difference to me. He
0 proved tin
Looking back on this event n
d be right. Fliit the nearest was my older brother, and a few years later, 1 could see that
leen States marshal was in handsome cuss who neighed a lot this was the first thing any of
lamella City, nearly eighty and treated me like I was man- us had ever done on his ov.-n. The
l's nway,. Anil since he didn't sized, and when a fells Is all of O'Dares Pad always stuck toI to our part of the country those things von can overlouk
gether but this was Luther's play,
Mr,e. than once or twine • year. lot. His hair wari as curly as pure and simple, and we had to
was really no one around kinked wile and a ItS k of it al- keep our noses out of It. ,
.
2 060 thought he ought to object ways hung down over his fore(To.l• Centinued)

SMALL Rat Terrier or other
small smooth hair dog. See or
call Guy Spann, day phone 1233,
night 681.
J21C
„.
WELL KW chiktren in my
home- while mother works. Reliable reference. Call 1164-R.
J22C

MONTROSE, Ill -AK- The
communities of Montrose and
Dieterich sponsored a "Dr. Albers E. Goebel Day" for the
dentnr who has served them 41
years and brouaht sit estimated
1,500 babies, into the world,
nrhis has been the thrill of a
lifetime," commented the doctor

'

A

7400T-5, AND LONESOME-Lee Soon Ketin, who towers
7-foot-5, walks along a Seoul street with his brother Lee
Soon Sher., a scant 5-foot-5, and ponders his lonesome life.
He says he causes a sensation wherever he goes, arid can't
find anyone to hobnob with. He eats three Armes as much
as the average person, weighs 395 pounds to his brother's
150 pCsunds.
(international Bostadphoto
---

-

-

SCOTT DRUG CO.

YOUNGSTER

CHICAGO - The earth
and solar system are 2ta billion years younger than the
Meaty Way galaxy in which
they are situated, accorcitng to
the Illinois Institute of 'Fedinology.

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main

NANCY

Phone 433

by Ernie

I Ti-IINK

BUT ,PEOPLE
THINK YOU'RE A
HICK WHEN
F*CY SEE YOU
LOOKING
UP

I'LL GO

,DOWN AND LOOK
BUILDINGS TODAY

ABBIE

-

I'LL PRETEND
I'M TAKING
NOSE DROPS

5I.AT3

DUE TO A SLIGHT MECHANICAL
DFPCULTY,THE ROCAET, SATAN,IS
AMU" TO LAND- 250,000 MILES
SHORT OF ITS TARGET.'

Sua-hokillar

by Raeburs Vas

BIMINI

COULDN'T HAPPEN AGM., IN A
THOUSAND YEARS,
BY SHEER
COINCIDENCE THE LITTLE ISLAND
CHARLIE t)0885 MOWS PlOcKET ARE ABOUT TO LAN() Cel IS- NAMED - -

euT

PRIVATE
THE

MOON
MEN
KEEP OUT?!

by Al

C.

--"HE GOT AN
ANSWER FOR

EVERYTHING-ANL)
IT'S ALWA`/S"VVHY
NOT?"
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Some Parents Like Putty In Child's Hands

BRYANT LECTURES
-AlaCOLUMBIS, S. C.
barna head coach Paul (Bear)
Bryant has been pecked to erve
29 a leCturere at ?...)Ct summer's
annual ethic held here by the
S AIM Carolina Athletic Crtaehts'
Assn. Bryant recently resigned
as head coach at Texas A&M
0 take over at Alkarna.

Livestock
Report

(Continued from Page One)
the child as he; would like to ; child often is "testing" his pa- "It is best to return the child,
ay ALFRECI'LEECte.
producars. .hs resuas were that
---bre
,
11- "treated. . even when l-rents' affection. He feels re- I immediately to the school build,
United Press Staff Correspondent - Ags4
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improper." , jected or unwanted. The parents I ing. with a parent if necessary," I
atl but five producers agreed
CHICAGO ••AP - A UniVeraity the' milgill he "most
Seigenrich said.
suety rasults from should act to remove_ this feel- I_.__
'Stealing:
to dispose of their non-Jeraeys
ST. LOUIS Ilfl - Livestock:
a Illinois .. psychiatrist aays too
Nightmarest-These are common
-.
1 a child's need for attention and ing
and „to go along wi:h the pro- Active: Generally ,
Hags , moo,
many 'parents are like putty in
"Schaal phobia": Or reluctance for youngsters six to eight. years
, interest. The act calls for pargram. Arrangements were made
the hands of their children.
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indicate
a
to
'old.
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due
Knot+
go.
to
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firm
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.a
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displeasure
to
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authority on child development. ;
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of
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form&
aeverything seem.* to be, rolling begin to expand thir
top 20.75 - highest since early
said this -"-over Permissiveness'' ilole.r4ttd• ;
• - parent of the opposite sex.
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a'dude •.a .the -part (1'
Accountants, an affiliate of
Running away from home--Th.
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BUY NOW AT SALE PRICES * PAY BY AUGUST 15, 1958
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, NO EXTRA CHARGES!,

JUST CHARGE IT, AND USE YOUR CREDIT
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STOCK REDUCT ON
STORE IDE
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• STORE IDE
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GENERAL ELECTRIC * - KROEHLER * SIMMONS * HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD * CONSIDER H.- WILLETT * GLOBE PARLORS
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IRONING BOARD

LIVING ROOM FURNITURE
ODDS AND ENDS
DEN OR SUN ROOM
. BED ROOM FURNITURE
....
ONE LOVE-ST:AT arly..Amero. -5-Pc
HEYWOOD •-• WAKE5"-Pc, BED ROOM SUITE Twip ,ONE LARGE. CHEST of drawcan. Provincial print upholstery, FIELD SUITE 3-cushion. sofa, beds. Light tan mahogany finish. ers with niatcliing night.:table..
foam rubber cushions. Made by 'Matching chair, 2 step end table Double dresser with bevel mirror. Bland finish or Mahogany. Froth
Thomasville,. Tops in style. Tops and cocktail tabTF all in barhboo 4 drawer chest. 2 panel type broken suite. Ideal far small
$
n construction as price. Reg. type Ashcraft. Save $100. Reg. Hollywood beds with met at bed room to use with Hallawood
$249 SALE $149.,
frames. Matching night stands. bed. Reg. $125 SALE $50.
S199 SAI.E $99.50.
.
All case pieces with No-scratch
SOLID WALNUT BED Full
2 PERIOD CHAIRS Channel
DINING AND DINETTE
plastic tops. Reg. $259 SALE
size panel bed, beautifully styled.
back, upholstered in gold, WM:FORIPOCTURE
$139= -• • '
2 - PIECE
.
.
Only one left. Reg. $119.50 SALE
$19.50 SALE $46.50.
3-Pc, GREY MIST MAHOG- sag,
5-Pc. DROP LEAF TABLE
. • a..
aa •
.
ROOM SUITE Mahogany' extension
LIVING
a•
2-Pc.
Bed
Suite.
ANY
Bourn
Datable
4
table.
s. • ,samerma_a_ 0!"
.0 -•_.--. .
airs a--Beautiful' rose-beige upholstery. matchinII )
I ae.-back chairs. Reg. dresser, chest, book Case bed. • 18 TABLES!' Step-End-Cocktail. Walnut, Mali
Foam cushions, top constrUCtion. a129.50 SALE 564.75.
.Reg. $169.50 SALE $
. 99.
or bland:
modern style. Reg. $259,50 SALE-3-Pc. SOLID 0,AK SUITE New Values to $29.50 SALE $6.86.
re •
•
SOLID CHERRY TABLE Drop
$139 88.
•
Carolina Sable finish double
..7...6
BEVEL EDGE, MIRRORS
' I af extensii.n. Extra size, 44 dresser wit h bevel
edge plate w it h backs
EARLY AMERICAN Stlfa Bed inches w ick! ta,g. $156.50
' SALE
ready to hang. 30
glass
mirore,
reterly-chest
of
b
4
„
,
Solid maple. Made by Heyweod- $88.,
, inches.
Y
$9.95.
drawers, book ease 'bed. Reg.
.
--......
Wakefield. The ideal den piece.
_
SOFA MAKES INTO BED! Heavy wool or SA1.E
$198...
_
$259
11
TAIII.E
CHAIRS
LAMPS Assarted
MODERN
CONTOUR
Upholstered in provincial prrnta
4-Pc. BED ROOM SUITE Value-s to $19.95. SALE $6.88.
Nylon covers in brown or beige color.
In beige and brown. One en fully upholstered in heavy my;reek. Reg. $198.50, SALE $139 tattle brown tweed. Light mahoi- Fraitwood Mahogany. a'Tafai pie,
any wood. Set of four Reg. $224 dresser with plateglass mirror, eh ..‘, ''- ' " '
S
°
erNr_E
a IC
FN
ireF
sa li
(
ce-n:t
:rfiTn(L. 9
;ilndI. „SIMMONS STUDIO BED SAI.E $100.
boat( case bed, ches-t eif drawers,
Reg 5269 50
Green .upholstery. Makes into
matching
night stands. Top can- !shed_ back and aides; Oak inSUITE
6-Pc.
BLOND
OAK
•
:win beds. Twin bolsters_ Reg.
strucaon. 00k interior. - Center .erior. Dust-prinef. Center guided
.10
Drop leaf table, (Formica top),
• drawers. Reg. $98.50 SALE $64.50.
589 50 SALE $66 00.
guided drawers. Dust-proof. Reg.
matching china cabinet with slid$279 SAVE $111 $168.
ONE CEDAR CHEST Blond
side
int
plate
glass
doer,
thee
2-Pc KROEHLER BED SUITE .
3-Pc. SOLID MAPLE SUITE mahogany. Upright aynes Makes
Heavy beige boucle uplibtstery. chairs and one arm chair upNew Salem finish • nagpla double nice _ living t00% piece. $69.50
Modern in style. Reg. -$269 50 holstered in beautiful blending
beige and brown Extra chaira dresser. 4 drawer chest and post- SALE $44.
SALE $169.50.
available. Reg. $358 SALE $245. er bed. Reg $249 SALE $155.
POSTER, BED Full size solid
'SIMMONS HIDE :--e A---e-BED
fl-Pc-. MAHOGANY SUITE 42-"
.. bed. Reg.
maple.
$69.50 SALE
Beautyrest custiMns.
eige up-• by 60" • table with two Duncan bed room grotip. Book case bed, saa aa.
'
Reg.
idloubMle"°C.dress:YRelkig
lierLstery. New modern st e. Reg. Phyfe pedestal legs, flee side chest, double
•
*
5199 SALE $149.
chairs and one arm chair in SALE $339.
• PANEL BED Full size inahogexpensive. shield-back upholstery. - 3-Pc, BED ROOM SUITE New any teal.
REG.
neg.•
.$55 SAI.E $27.50.
6 KROEHLER OCCASIONAL Also beautiful breakfront china walnut finish "curved
front:
s.
$59.50
CHAIRS Armlets, choice of tab- cabinet which may be used .in Spine pane I on . book case tied',
2 CY.DAR - CHESTS, Walnut
•
rics. Ideal in pairs. Reg. $39 95- living or dining area. Save $140. doubt.
$
edresser, large chest. Reg. waterfall
.
finish. Reg. $49.50•
SALE $24.44.,
Reg. 4369 SALE $249.
•-$219
.:
SAI.E
$133.
SALE $28.80. v
t.-

Kroehler . . ,
Living Room Suite-Price

.

G E APPLIANCES.
•

7-WAY FLOOR LAMP' -

$i 33.75 ,
•
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Bargains!
Look Over These Outstanding

ALL METAL
a

a
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Reg. $12•95
- $647
.
NOW HALF PRICE!
()tie "Ia• A (',-- 1.'
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Breakfast Suite
Extension Table - 4 Chairs

3950
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